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Agreement Between
Kent School District
and
Kent Principals Association
Section 1: RECOGNITION AND COVERAGE OF AGREEMENT
Section 1.1 Agreement
This Agreement is effective this 1st day of July, 2019, by and between the Kent School District No. 415,
hereinafter referred to as the “District,” and the Kent Principals Association, hereinafter referred to as the
“Association,” acting on behalf of the employees of the bargaining unit as outlined in Section 1.2 below.
Section 1.2 Recognition
The District hereby recognizes the Association as the exclusive bargaining representative of all regularly
employed principals and assistant principals of the District. When used, hereinafter, the term “building
administrator” shall refer to all principals and assistant principals.
Section 1.3 Term of Agreement
The term of this Agreement shall be for one (1) year commencing on July 1, 2019, and terminating at midnight on
June 30, 2021.
Section 2: APPROPRIATE MATTERS FOR CONSULTATION AND NEGOTIATION
The parties agree that, pursuant to RCW 41.59.080 (7), the scope of bargaining shall be limited to compensation,
hours of work, and the number of days of work in the annual employment contracts. Other employment conditions
for employees in this unit shall be determined by policies approved by the Board of Directors and procedures
developed by the Superintendent.
Section 2.1 Association and District Liaison Meetings.
The District and the Association agree to establish and participate in a joint committee liaison process, with
meetings held at least quarterly, to address areas of mutual interest and concern. District representatives will
include central office administrators from academics and/or human resources. Under no circumstances shall
collective bargaining occur in any liaison meeting. Likewise, the liaison meetings will not be a substitute for the
contractual grievance process.
Section 3: COMPENSATION
Section 3.1 Annual Salary
The annual salary for building administrators shall be as shown in the attached salary schedule (Exhibit 1).
Effective July 1, 2019, the commitment stipend amounts from the 2018-2019 contract year will be rolled into all
building administrator salaries and then a six percent (6%) increase will be added to all salaries, inclusive of any
inflationary increase (RCW 28A.400.205). Effective July 1, 2020, a three percent (3%) increase will be added to all
salaries, inclusive of any inflationary increase (RCW 28A.400.205).
An additional $2,000 for principals and $1,000 for assistant principals will be paid each year for those
administrators working in a school on the National Board Challenging School Index for the current school year,
which shall be included as a lump sum in the November pay warrant of the current contract year.
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Section 3.1.1
All newly hired building administrators shall be placed on the salary schedule in accordance with their
completed years of administrative experience as building or department administrator, or the equivalent as
outlined in RCW 28A.400.300. For any placement on the salary schedule above step one (1), a verification of
experience form must be completed and returned to Human Resources within ninety (90) calendar days of
hire.
Section 3.1.2
Building administrators shall be eligible for annual experience increments, subject to schedule adjustments.
Section 3.2 Per Diem Rates of Pay - Definitions
“Actual per diem rate” is determined by dividing the 260-day building administrator’s salary schedule
placement by 260 days.
“Adjusted per diem rate” is determined by dividing the 260-day building administrator’s salary schedule
placement by 222 days.
Section 3.3 Vacation Cash Out
Section 3.3.1
Each building administrator may request, on an annual basis, compensation for up to ten (10) days of
unused vacation based on the June 30 accumulation. These days will be paid at the adjusted per diem rate. In
order to qualify for vacation cash out, ten days of vacation must be used during the contracted year (July 1
through June 30). New administrators are exempt from this ten (10) day usage minimum for their first year
only.
Section 3.3.2
Payment will be made on the June pay warrant, consistent with the District payroll cutoff dates and
provided that building administrator records do not otherwise indicate ineligibility (based on the
administrator’s actual attendance and vacation leave balance.)
Section 3.3.3
Upon separation of employment other than retirement, building administrators under TRS Plan I are eligible
to receive compensation for accumulated vacation in an amount not to exceed thirty (30) days, or such lesser
amount as may be necessary so that the District avoids any financial penalty or other legal constraint. All
other building administrators will receive their accumulated vacation by warrant on the next scheduled pay
date after their final pay warrant. In either case, the unused vacation will be paid at the adjusted per diem
rate of pay.
Upon retirement, the vacation cash out will be subject to the Association’s VEBA III contract vote.
Section 3.4 Sick Leave Cash Out
Section 3.4.1
In January of each year, any eligible building administrator may exercise an option to receive remuneration
for unused leave for illness or injury accumulated in the previous year at a rate equal to one (1) day’s
monetary compensation of the building administrator at the actual per diem rate for each four (4) full days
of accrued leave for illness or injury in excess of sixty (60) days. Sick leave cash out will be compensated per
statute at the building administrator’s actual per diem rate. Leave for illness or injury for which
compensation has been received will be deducted from accrued leave for illness or injury at the rate of four
(4) days for every one (1) day’s monetary compensation; PROVIDED, that no building administrator may
receive compensation under this section for any portion of leave for illness or injury accumulated at a rate in
excess of one (1) day per month.
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Section 3.4.2
Upon retirement, the sick leave cash out will be subject to the Association’s VEBA III contract vote. At the
time of separation from District employment due to death, the building administrator’s estate will receive
remuneration for unused sick leave. In either case, the unused sick leave will be paid at a rate equal to one
(1) day’s current monetary compensation of the building administrator for each four (4) days accrued leave
for illness or injury. This sick leave cash out will be compensated as per section 3.4.1. No more than 180 sick
leave days will be eligible for conversion. Any such conversion will be subject to the terms and limitations of
applicable statutes and regulations.
Section 3.5 Professional Development Account and Professional Dues
Section 3.5.1 Professional Development and Technology Account.
Each building administrator is appropriated $2,000 per year for professional development and technology
expenses.
For professional development expenses, these funds can be used for district-approved professional
development-related travel expenses, conference registrations, and other professional development activities
(excluding coursework for college credit, to obtain a degree, or to obtain a credential) with prior approval by
the administrator’s supervisor.
For technology expenses, these funds may be used to purchase District technology for the use of the building
administrator, and may include the purchase of a cell phone used to conduct District business. All purchases
must be done through the regular District technology purchasing process and all purchased items remain the
property of the District. Items purchased through the use of the Professional Development and Technology
Account will follow the building administrator should that administrator take another position as a building
administrator in the District, but will be returned to the District if the building administrator moves to a
position outside of the Association.
Building administrators may carry over any unspent amount of the previous school year’s Professional
Development and Technology Account balance, which shall be in addition to the building administrator’s
annual appropriation for the current school year. The building administrator’s annual Professional
Development and Technology Account balance will not exceed $6,000.
Building administrators may also use these funds to pay for additional building staff to attend a professional
development event.
Building administrators may donate their professional development funds to the professional development
account of another building administrator.
After returning from a conference, the building administrator shall explain to his/her supervisor what
he/she learned and how it can be applied to his/her building, staff, and colleagues. When requested by
his/her supervisor, the building administrator will make a presentation to levels, leadership team, or any
other appropriate forum.
Section 3.5.2 Professional Dues
The District will pay the professional dues for The Association of Washington School Principals (AWSP).
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Section 3.6 Evaluation
The evaluation of building administrators will follow the Teacher and Principal Evaluation Project (TPEP) RCWs
and WACs (as referenced in Exhibit 2-A through D). Prior to October 30 of each school year, all building
administrators with three (3) or less years of experience as a building administrator in the state of Washington
who have not been trained on the AWSP framework will receive such training. The forms to be used in the
evaluation process are included as Exhibit 3 to this Agreement. The evaluation of building administrators must
include the following:
Section 3.6.1. Scope of Evaluations, Notification and Deadlines.
(1) Scope of Evaluation
Building administrators will be evaluated on the comprehensive evaluation once every six years.
Building administrators who were proficient and/or distinguished will be placed on a focused
evaluation.
a. Building administrators on the comprehensive evaluation will be evaluated on all eight of the
AWSP criterion.
b. Building administrators on the focused evaluation will be evaluated on one of the eight AWSP
criterion. Building administrators on the focused evaluation will mutually agree on the criterion
with their evaluator.
c. Newly hired building administrators who have successfully completed the comprehensive
evaluation (3 years of Proficient or Distinguished) in his/her prior Washington State School
District may be moved to the focused evaluation after successfully completing the
comprehensive evaluation (Proficient or Distinguished) during his/her first year in the Kent
School District.
(2) Supervisor Notification
No later than the first Monday after Labor Day, each building administrator will be notified in
writing about the following things:
a. The name of their supervisor.
b. The date of their AWSP self-assessment and student growth goals conference, to be no later than
October 30.
c. The scope of their evaluation (focused or comprehensive).
(3) Fall Conference
a. At the fall conference, to be held no later than October 30, the building administrator will review
Exhibit 2-A (and, if applicable, Exhibit 2-B) with their supervisor. Building administrators on
the focused evaluation will select one of the eight state criterion in collaboration with their
evaluator to guide their work. Building administrators on the comprehensive evaluation system
will discuss each of the eight state criteria with their supervisor.
b. At the fall conference, to be held no later than October 30, the building administrator and
his/her supervisor will meet to discuss the building administrator’s completed AWSP selfassessment and establish student growth goals for the school year. Those building
administrators on a focused evaluation will only self-assess on the criteria of focus for that year.
c. The results of the fall conference shall determine the area of growth for the year, as well as the
meeting schedule and necessary checkpoints during the school year to include the mid-year
check-in and the end of year conference/final evaluation.
(4) Mid-Year Check-In
At the mid-point of the school year, building administrators will meet with their supervisor to
review their progress during the 1st semester in all of the criterion on which they are being
evaluated. This meeting will take place no later than March 15.
(5) End of Year Conference/Final Evaluation
The building administrators and their supervisor will meet for an end of year conference/final
evaluation no later than June 30 of each year. At this conference, the supervisor will discuss with the
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building administrator the building administrator’s performance as measured by the AWSP
Leadership rubric (see Exhibit 2-D).
Section 3.6.2 Observations, Reporting Periods, Plan of Support
(1) Observations/evidence gathering by the evaluator shall be conducted in the natural course of the
school day to capture the naturally occurring functions of a being a building administrator.
Examples include but are not limited to observing the building administrator conducting a parentteacher and/or student conference, leading a faculty meeting, presenting a professional
development training, or facilitating a parent session at an open house or PTA meeting. An
observation may also include a meeting where the building administrator is sharing evidence,
artifacts, documents, etc., specific to one or more criterion and discussing and documenting that
information with the supervisor. Building administrators shall not be required to create
presentations or organize activities for the sole purpose of being observed.
(2) When an evaluator uses a school visit, meeting with the building administrator, or any other
interaction for the purpose of gathering evidence, the evaluator shall, within ten (10) school days,
provide the building administrator with the following:
a. The date of the interaction
b. A written summary or script of the evidence gathered
c. The building administrator will be provided the opportunity to respond to the evidence within
ten (10) school days.
(3) The first set of observations/evidence gathering (e.g., observing the building administrator
conducting a parent-teacher and/or student conference, leading a faculty meeting, presenting a
professional development training, or facilitating a parent session at an open house or PTA meeting)
shall occur no later than November 25 and the second set of observations/evidence gathering will
occur no later than April 30. An observation may also include a meeting where the building
administrator is sharing evidence, artifacts, documents, etc., specific to one or more criterion and
discussing and documenting that information with the supervisor. No later than ten (10) school days
following the first set of observations and again no later than ten (10) school days following the
second set of observations/evidence gathering, the building administrator will receive coding of the
evidence gathered and written feedback.
a. For building administrators on the comprehensive evaluation, they will receive written feedback
on each of the eight state criterion.
b. For building administrators on the focused evaluation, they will receive written feedback on the
criterion they selected for that school year.
c. The building administrator will be provided the opportunity to respond to such
noticings/wonderings, questions, and/or provide other evidence, through a scheduled postobservation conference and/or through an electronic tool, prior to the supervisor finalizing any
conclusions or feedback (within 10 days). Responses to noticings and wonderings may be used
to as evidence for the final summative evaluation. The building administrator or evaluator may
request a post-observation conference.
(4) Mid-Year Check-In
Building administrators will receive a progress report documenting their year-to-date performance
by March 15 of each school year. If the preponderance of evidence, as measured by the AWSP rubric
(see Exhibit 2-D), suggests that their performance falls into the basic or unsatisfactory range for any
one element or criterion, the building administrator’s evaluator will provide specific examples of the
basic or unsatisfactory performance and offer suggestions for how to adjust their professional
practice moving forward.
(5) At the mid-point of the school year, building administrators may choose to meet with their
supervisor to review their year to date progress in all of the criterion on which they are being
evaluated on the progress report. The building administrator or the supervisor may request this
meeting. In cases when the building administrator is trending overall Basic or Unsatisfactory, when
the building administrator is on comprehensive, or when the building administrator is in their first
or second years as an administrator in the district, this meeting will be required and will take place
no later than March 15.
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(6) A building administrator shall be notified by their evaluator as soon as it becomes apparent that
he/she is not performing satisfactorily on one or more criterion. No building administrator shall
receive a mark of “unsatisfactory” on an annual assessment unless he/she has received prior written
notification of the deficiency and the steps necessary to show improvement. The building
administrator shall have at least four (4) weeks to demonstrate improvement as documented
through written notification and a specific plan for growth and assistance. The plan will be
developed by the evaluator and include: the specific area(s) needing improvement aligned with the
appropriate criterion and element, evidence of the unsatisfactory performance and the specific
support(s) that will be provided to the building administrator during the 4-week period. The
building administrator may also request other reasonable supports to be added to this plan. The 4week period will not include school holidays or vacations. If based on an analysis of the evidence
collected by the evaluator during the 4-week period there has not been adequate progress (the
building administrator has not met the criteria for basic or above performance aligned to the AWSP
rubric) to meet the identified evaluative criteria, the evaluator will notify the building administrator
within five (5) student contact days whether a plan of support is necessary.
(7) The evaluator may determine that a formal plan of support of at least six (6) weeks is necessary
when it becomes apparent that a building administrator has not demonstrated growth in the areas
identified.
(8) No building administrator shall receive a mark of “unsatisfactory” unless he/she is notified in
writing by the evaluator within a reasonable time after it becomes apparent that he/she is not
performing satisfactorily and may be placed on a plan of improvement. A meeting shall be held with
the evaluator, the building administrator, a KPA representative and an HR representative to discuss
the deficiencies. At this meeting the evaluator shall give specific comments based on documented
workplace observation(s) and/or other evidence as appropriate to the criterion to justify such
ratings.
(9) A written plan of support is the outcome of this meeting. The evaluator shall present the building
administrator with the written plan which clearly describes areas of deficiency and outlines what the
building administrator is expected to do in order to achieve satisfactory ratings and specific
support(s) that the building administrator will receive during the period of the plan of supports.
a. As part of supporting the growth of the building administrator, the building administrator who
is on a plan of support may request from the chief school support and operations officer an
independent observer during the period of time the plan of improvement is in effect for the
purpose of providing input and evidence which may be considered in the final evaluation.
Section 3.6.3
Evaluators of building administrators “must engage in professional development designed to implement the
revised systems and maximize rater agreement” (RCW 28A.405.120 and RCW 28A.405.130). Evaluators of
building administrators will not be required to exceed the requirements of these RCWs in order to complete
building administrator evaluations.
Section 3.7 Benefits
Due to the State’s transition to a state-wide School Employees Benefits Board (SEBB), Sections 3.7.2 through 3.7.5,
Section 3.7.7, and a portion of Section 3.7.9 shall apply only through December 31, 2019, and Section 3.7.1 will
apply beginning January 1, 2020.
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Section 3.7.1 School Employee Benefits Board (Effective Beginning January 1, 2020)
The District shall provide basic and optional benefits through the School Employees Benefits Board (SEBB)
under the rules and regulations adopted by the SEBB. Any provisions included in this Agreement that are
found to conflict with the rules and regulations adopted by the SEBB shall be considered null and void.
Section 3.7.2 Benefits (Expires December 31, 2019)
Building administrators will receive a District health and welfare benefit contribution equal to the full benefit
allocation determined by the legislature, prorated on an FTE basis.
Section 3.7.3 (Expires December 31, 2019)
A building administrator must be assigned work for a minimum of 4.0 hours per day on a regular schedule
(30 days or longer) to be eligible to enroll in the approved insurance programs. Enrollment in the required
(mandatory) dental, vision, long-term disability, and group term-life insurance programs is automatic for
any regular building administrator working a minimum of 4.0 hours per day.
Section 3.7.4 (Expires December 31, 2019)
New building administrators desiring coverage must enroll in the insurance programs within thirty (30)
calendar days of their employment in a regular position that qualifies the building administrator for benefits.
Failure to meet this deadline will result in non-eligibility until the next general open enrollment period for
the District, provided mandatory coverage will automatically be provided for all eligible building
administrators. Building administrators shall have the option to change or enroll in insurance programs
during the open enrollment period specified by the District.
Section 3.7.5 (Expires December 31, 2019)
All eligible building administrators, as defined above, along with eligible dependents, will be required to
participate in the District-approved dental, vision, long-term disability, and group term-life insurance
programs. Each eligible building administrator will have the option of participating in a District-approved
medical insurance program, along with eligible dependents. These programs will be known as the “basic
benefits” programs. The District will make premium contributions for eligible building administrators for
basic benefits on the basis of the initial contribution rate. Payroll deductions will be made for any portion of
an eligible building administrator’s premiums which are not paid by the District.
Section 3.7.6
Notwithstanding the other terms and provisions of Section 3.7 and its subsections, the District reserves the
right to reopen this agreement with respect to employee medical and prescription insurance, or flexible
spending accounts that it determines are warranted to: (1) comply with the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act as amended (PPACA) and any other federal or state health care laws; (2) avoid having
to pay, whether directly or indirectly, “Cadillac” taxes; and (3) insure it is not subject to penalties or fees
because employees are eligible to obtain insurance through an insurance exchange.
Section 3.7.7 (Expires December 31, 2019)
Any unused balance of the District fringe benefit contribution will be allocated for the District-funded
benefits for eligible building administrators represented by the Association. The total amount accumulated
in this manner will be divided proportionately on an FTE basis among eligible building administrators
represented by the Association according to the annual number of hours worked. This additional
contribution for payment of premiums for basic benefits will be adjusted throughout the year based on the
total number of eligible building administrators and available balance of unused District benefit
contribution.
Section 3.7.8
Pursuant to RCW 28A.400.275, the parties agree to abide by state laws regarding school district benefits. The
parties acknowledge that the District health and welfare benefits are for a term of one year, except as
otherwise allowed by law.
Section 3.7.9
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Building administrators shall be entitled to the following additional benefits:
• Building administrators will be covered by the District’s liability insurance policies to the extent provided
therein and allowed pursuant to the rules and regulations adopted by the SEBB.
• Building administrators shall be eligible to participate in the District’s Section 125 program. (Expires
January 31, 2019)
• Building administrators shall be covered by the Washington State Workers’ Compensation Law, selfinsured by the District. The cost of the industrial insurance will be borne by the District. The cost of the
supplemental pension fund will be shared equally by the building administrator and the District in
accordance with the Workers’ Compensation Law.
• Building administrators shall be eligible, per statute, to participate in VEBA III.
Section 3.7.10
Effective for the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 school years, the District shall match the monthly contribution of
participating building administrators to an approved tax-sheltered annuity, allocated according to the table
below:
Current Year of Salary Schedule Building Administrator Service
1-3
4-5
6-8
9+
*Maximum amount matched by the District.

Monthly Allocation*
$50
$100
$150
$200

Section 4: NUMBER OF DAYS OF WORK IN EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
Section 4.1 Individual Contracts
A building administrator’s contract shall be for one year, commencing on July 1 and ending on June 30 of each
year.
Building administrators shall work or use requested and approved vacation leave, employee discretionary leave,
flex day leave, on-call leave, and/or other applicable leave, as eligible and defined in District
procedure/bulletins/memos, throughout the term of employment to include scheduled school year breaks winter break (December/January), mid-winter break (February), and spring break (April).
Section 4.2 Holidays
The following thirteen (13) holidays shall be given without loss of pay to building administrators:
• New Year’s Day and the day before or day after
• Martin Luther King Day
• Presidents’ Day
• Memorial Day
• Independence Day (Fourth of July)
• Labor Day
• Veterans’ Day
• Thanksgiving and the day after
• Christmas and the day before and the day after
Section 4.3 Vacation
For building administrators, vacation days shall be accrued at the rate of 16 hours and 40 minutes per month, for
a maximum of twenty-five (25) days per year, provided they shall be required to take a minimum of ten (10)
days of vacation each contract year. (Days donated through the shared leave program will count toward the
required 10 days.) New administrators are exempt from this ten (10) day usage minimum for their first year
only. Vacation time shall not be accumulated in an amount to exceed two (2) times the employee's annual
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entitlement (fifty (50) days) as computed under this section. Vacation days in excess of two (2) times the
employee’s annual entitlement shall be lost unless used prior to June 30 and annually each June 30 thereafter.
Section 4.4 Discretionary Leave
Building administrators may use up to three (3) days per year as employee discretionary days.
Section 4.4.1
Discretionary days are non-cumulative.
Section 4.4.2
Employee discretionary leave will not be granted on the work day directly before or the work day directly
after holidays, scheduled school breaks, or the first or last day of the school term except in case of emergency
as approved by Human Resources.
Section 4.4.3
One day of discretionary leave may be carried forward for use in the following year. If carried forward, such
day must be used or it will be lost. Except for one day which can be carried forward into the following year,
discretionary leave is noncumulative.
Section 4.5 Flex Days
Building administrators will receive six (6) flex days each year to be scheduled and used in the same manner as
vacation days. These days may only be used during winter break (December/January), mid-winter break
(February), spring break (April), and summer vacation. These days cannot be carried over from year to year or
cashed out. Building administrators hired on or after December 1 will receive three (3) flex days, and building
administrators hired on or after April 1 will not receive flex days for that school year.
Section 4.6 On-Call Day Leave
Building administrators will receive four (4) on-call days each year that may be scheduled and used only during
the District’s winter break (December/January), mid-winter break (February) and spring break (April). These
days cannot be carried over from year to year or cashed out. Building administrators hired on or after December
1 will receive two (2) on-call days, and building administrators hired on or after April 1 will not receive on-call
leave for that school year.
While on-call, building administrators are not required to remain on district property and may use on-call time
for his/her own purpose. However, in all instances, building administrators shall use their cell phone to answer
all phone calls and will check and respond to emails. Additionally, they must be able to report to the district or
school office within one (1) hour of such request/direction by their supervisor or chief officer.
Section 5: MENTOR PROGRAM
Section 5.1 Purpose
The parties agree that it is beneficial to support new, newly assigned, and/or selected experienced principals
through mentoring and that the mentor program will be part of the comprehensive professional
development plan for qualifying administrators. This professional learning will be organized around a
model of leadership and grounded in practice, including analyses of classroom practice, supervision, and
professional development, using on-the-job observations connected to readings, discussions, and collegial
learning networks, such as principals’ networks, study groups, and mentoring or peer coaching, that offer
communities of practice and support for problem solving.
Section 5.2 Number, Selection, and Compensation of Mentors
The District will only assign experienced principals as mentors who have been trained as a principal mentor.
The District (designee) will coordinate and supervise the Principal Mentor Program, including the
assignment of mentors to mentees.
The District will commit to ensure that each mentor has no more than three (3) proteges
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The District shall compensate each mentor at $3000 in total per school year as long as categorical and/or
grant funds are available.
Section 6: GRIEVANCE PROCESS
The purpose of these procedures is to provide a means for the orderly and expeditious adjustment of grievances of
individual building administrators within the district.
Section 6.1 Definitions
• Grievance means a claim by a building administrator that an existing district policy has been
breached and/or that there has been a violation of a provision of this Agreement.
• Grievant means a building administrator.
Section 6.2 General Conditions
Section 6.2.1. Time Limits
The adjustment of grievances shall be accomplished as rapidly as possible. To that end, the number of
days within which each step is described to be accomplished shall be considered as maximum and every
effort shall be made to expedite the process. Under unusual circumstances the time limits prescribed may
be extended by mutual consent of the grievant and the person or persons by whom the grievance is being
considered.
Section 6.3 Confidentiality
All matters pertaining to specific grievances shall be confidential information and shall not be unnecessarily
or indiscriminately related, disclosed, or divulged by any participant in the grievance-adjusting process or by
any employee or administrator of the district. All documents, communications, and records dealing with
grievances and their adjustment shall be filed separately from the grievant’s personnel file. If the grievant so
requests in writing, a record of the final adjustment of the grievance may be placed in the grievant’s personnel
file.
Section 6.4 Additional Participants
Both parties in the grievance adjustment procedure may call in other persons who could make a pertinent
contribution to the acceptable adjustment of the grievance.
Section 6.5 Freedom from Reprisal
Individuals involved in grievance adjustment proceedings, whether as a grievant, a witness, or otherwise,
shall not suffer any restraint, interference, discrimination, coercion, or reprisal on account of their reasonable
participation in the grievance- adjusting process.
Section 6.6
A grievance must be filed within thirty calendar days of the occurrence of which the grievant complains.
Section 6.7 Procedures
Step 1 - Oral Discussion
The grievant shall first discuss the grievance with his or her immediate supervisor. Every effort shall be
made to resolve the grievance at this level in an informal manner.
Step 2 - Grievance Reduced to Writing - Supervisory Level
If no settlement is reached in Step 1, and the grievant considers the grievance to be valid, the grievant shall
within seven (7) work days of the oral discussion, submit in writing to the immediate supervisor a
statement of the grievance which will contain the following:
•
•

The facts upon which the grievance is based.
A reference to the district policy alleged to have been breached.
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•
•

The remedy sought.
The parties will have seven (7) work days from submission of the written statement of grievance
to resolve it by indicating on the statement of grievance the disposition and signing it. If the
grievance is not resolved, the grievant may proceed to step 3 of the grievance procedure.

Step 3 - Superintendent Level
If no resolution has been reached in Step 2 within the specified time limits and the grievant believes the
grievance is valid, the grievance shall be submitted by the grievant within seven (7) work days to the
superintendent or designee(s). After such submission, the superintendent or designee(s) and the grievant
shall have twenty-one (21) work days to resolve the grievance by indicating on the statement of grievance
the disposition and signing it.
Step 4 - Board Level
If no settlement has been reached in Step 3 within the specified time limits, and the grievant believes the
grievance to be valid, the grievant may request the grievance be referred to the board of directors. This
request must be filed within seven (7) work days of the completion of step 3.
The board of directors shall determine whether to review the grievance on record or hear it with
the grievant present. The review or hearing shall be held within thirty (30) calendar days of the request.
The board of directors shall render a final decision within thirty (30) calendar days of the review or
hearing.
Section 7: CONFORMITY TO LAW AND COMPLETE AGREEMENT
The parties confirm that this Agreement shall be governed and construed according to the Constitution and Laws of
the State of Washington. If any provision of this Agreement, or any application of this Agreement to any building
administrator covered herein shall be found contrary to law by a court of competent jurisdiction, an Attorney
General’s Opinion, or an Auditor’s Report, such provisions or application shall have effect only to the extent
permitted by the determination, and all other provisions of the Agreement shall continue in force and effect.
The parties agree that the “numbering” within the Articles need to be reviewed and adjusted as necessary.
The parties agree to use throughout the Agreement those same spellings, punctuation, grammar, references, titles,
etc., to which they have agreed in the negotiations of this Agreement. Further, the parties agree to consider all other
editorial changes at any time, as long as those changes do not alter the intent or scope of the Agreement.
This concludes negotiations for the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 school years; however, the parties agree that this
Agreement may be reopened and modified at any time during its term upon either (a) mutual consent of the parties
in writing; (b) publication of a court decision that necessitates a change in the current terms or conditions of the
Agreement; (c) new legislation that necessitates a change in the current terms or conditions of the Agreement;
and/or (d) the conditions as set forth in Section 6.1, below, in which case the section or provision at issue shall be
renegotiated.
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Section 7.1
The parties agree to reopen this Agreement by no later than May 1, 2021.
By their signature below, the parties attest that the above items constitute the full and complete Agreement between
the Association and the District, as ratified by the Association and the Kent School District Board of Directors.
In witness thereof:
FOR THE ASSOCIATION
Name

KPA Contract
July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2021

FOR THE DISTRICT
Date

___________________________________________
Name
Date
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EXHIBIT 1-A

Building Administrator Salary Schedule
Effective July 1, 2019
Step

Step

Step

Step

1, 2, 3

4, 5

6, 7, 8

9+

Assistant Elementary Principal

127,841

130,344

132,851

135,375

Elementary Principal

137,562

140,265

142,964

145,668

Assistant Middle School Principal

132,083

134,689

137,295

139,899

Middle School Principal

143,663

146,478

149,291

152,109

Assistant High School Principal, Non-Traditional

132,295

134,901

137,507

140,111

Assistant High School Principal

136,009

138,685

141,363

144,047

High School Principal, Non-Traditional

146,902

149,715

152,533

155,402

High School Principal

155,838

158,887

161,936

164,988

Current Year of Service

Add $3,000* for doctoral degree from accredited
college/university.
(Northwest Accreditation Commission or comparable regional accreditor)
*Based on District procedures/deadlines

All administrative contracts are based on 260 days
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EXHIBIT 1-B
Building Administrator Salary Schedule
Effective July 1, 2020
Step

Step

Step

Step

1, 2, 3

4, 5

6, 7, 8

9+

Assistant Elementary Principal

131,676

134,254

136,837

139,436

Elementary Principal

141,689

144,473

147,253

150,038

Assistant Middle School Principal

136,045

138,730

141,414

144,096

Middle School Principal

147,973

150,872

153,770

156,672

Assistant High School Principal, Non-Traditional

136,264

138,948

141,632

144,314

Assistant High School Principal

140,089

142,846

145,604

148,368

High School Principal, Non-Traditional

151,309

154,206

157,109

160,064

High School Principal

160,513

163,654

166,794

169,938

Current Year of Service

Add $3,000* for doctoral degree from accredited
college/university.
(Northwest Accreditation Commission or comparable regional accreditor)
*Based on District procedures/deadlines

All administrative contracts are based on 260 days
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EXHIBIT 2-A
PRIN CIPAL/SUPERVISOR
EXPECTATION S
(AWSP Reference D ocument –
“Preparing for the Evaluation”)

EXHIBIT 2-B
ASSISTAN T PRIN CIPAL
EXPECTATION S
(AWSP Reference D ocument –
“Adapting the Framew ork for Assistant
Principals”)

EXHIBIT 2-C
TPEP – WACs AN D RCWs
(AWSP Reference D ocument –
“Appendix C: Washington State Rules
and Regulations”)

EXHIBIT 2-D
TPEP RUBRIC FOR BUILD IN G
AD MIN ISTRATORS
(AWSP Reference D ocument “APPEN D IX E: AWSP LEAD ERSHIP
FRAMEWORK RUBRICS”)
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EXHIBIT 2-E
AWSP Leadership Framework User's
Guide

EXHIBIT 2-F
AWSP Leadership Framew ork Rubrics
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EXHIBIT 2 - G

AWSP Leadership Framework
Self-Assessment Form
N ame:

D ate:

School:
Evaluator:
Use this form to summarize where you see yourself in each Criterion category. This will help
you formulate your Professional Growth areas and establish goals for the year.
U= Unsatisfactory
B= Basic
P= Proficient
D= Distinguished
Criterion 1: Creating a Culture: Creating a school culture that
U B P
promotes the ongoing improvement of learning and teaching for
students and staff
1.1 Develops and sustains focus on a shared mission and clear vision for
☐ ☐ ☐
improvement of learning and teaching
1.2 Engages in essential conversations for ongoing improvement
☐ ☐ ☐
1.3 Facilitates collaborative processes leading toward continuous
☐ ☐ ☐
improvement
1.4 Creates opportunities for shared leadership
☐ ☐ ☐
Overall Rating U B P

D

☐
☐
☐
☐
D

Elements

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

1.1 Develops and
sustains focus on
a shared mission
and clear vision
for improvement
of learning and
teaching

Does not
communicate
mission, vision, and
core values;
tolerates behaviors
and school activities
in opposition to a
culture of ongoing
improvement

Vision and mission are
developing;
connections between
school activities,
behaviors and the
vision are made
explicit; vision and
mission are shared and
supported by
stakeholders

Communicates a vision of
ongoing improvement in
teaching and learning such that
staff and students perceive and
agree upon what the school is
working to achieve; encourages
and supports behaviors and
school activities that explicitly
align with vision; shares
enthusiasm and optimism that
the vision will be realized;
regularly communicates a
strong commitment to the
mission and vision of the school
and holds stakeholders
accountable for
implementation

Is proficient AND provides
leadership and support such
that shared vision and goals are
at the forefront of attention for
students and staff and at the
center of their work;
communicates mission, vision,
and core values to community
stakeholders such that the
wider community knows,
understands and supports the
vision of the changing world in
the 21st Century that schools are
preparing children to enter and
succeed
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Elements

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

1.2 Engages in
essential
conversations for
ongoing
improvement

Avoids
conversations; does
not make time for
conversations; is
not available to
staff, students,
other stakeholders,
does not
communicate high
expectations and
high standards for
staff and students
regarding ongoing
improvement

Communication
moderately reflects
issues with members of
the school community;
reinforces two-way
communication with
staff and students;
barriers to
improvement are
identified and
addressed;
conversations are
mostly data-driven for
the purposes of
assessing improvement
with infrequent high
expectations for
students

Assumes responsibility for
accurate communication and
productive flow of ideas among
staff, students and
stakeholders: provides
leadership such that the
essential conversations take
place and in ways that maintain
trust, dignity, and ensure
accountability of participants;
creates and sustains productive
two-way communication that
include staff members and
students; regularly
communicates high
expectations and standards for
staff and students regarding
ongoing improvement

Is proficient AND establishes
and promotes successful
systems and methods for
communication that extend
beyond the school community;
creates a productive feedback
loop among stakeholders that
keeps the dialogue ongoing and
purposeful; methods are
recognized and adopted for
purposes beyond school; staff
report confidence in their ability
to engage in essential
conversations for ongoing
improvement; consistently
communicates high
expectations and standards for
staff and students regarding
ongoing improvement

1.3 Facilitates
collaborative
processes leading
toward
continuous
improvement

Does not actively
support or facilitate
collaboration
among staff;
tolerates behaviors
that impede
collaboration
among staff; fosters
a climate of
competition and
supports unhealthy
interactions among
staff

Demonstrates some
understanding of the
value of collaboration
and what it takes to
support it (i.e. building
trust); facilitates
collaboration among
staff for certain
purposes; emerging
consensus-building and
negotiation skills

Actively models, supports, and
facilitates collaborative
processes among staff utilizing
diversity of skills, perspectives
and knowledge in the group;
assumes responsibility for
monitoring group dynamics and
for promoting an open and
constructive atmosphere for
group discussions; creates
opportunities for staff to
initiate collaborative processes
across grade levels and subject
areas that support ongoing
improvement of teaching and
learning

Is proficient AND successfully
creates systems that build the
capacity of stakeholders to
collaborate across grade levels
and subject areas; is recognized
by school community and other
stakeholders for leadership that
results in a high degree of
meaningful collaboration

1.4 Creates
opportunities for
shared leadership

Offers no model or
opportunity for
shared leadership
(ie. delegation,
internship, etc.);
makes decisions
unilaterally

Offers opportunities for
staff and students to be
in leadership roles;
engages processes for
shared decisionmaking; uses strategies
to develop the capacity
for shared leadership
(ie. delegation,
internship, etc.)

Provides continual opportunity
and invitation for staff to
develop leadership qualities;
consistently engages processes
that support high participation
in decision-making; assesses,
analyzes and anticipates
emerging trends and initiatives
in order to adapt shared
leadership opportunities

Is proficient AND proactively
cultivates leadership qualities in
others; builds a sense of efficacy
and empowerment among staff
and students that results in
increased capacity to
accomplish substantial
outcomes; involves staff in
leadership roles that foster
career development; expands
opportunities for community
stakeholders to engage in
shared leadership
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Criterion 2: Ensuring School Safety: Providing for School safety: Lead
U B P D
the development and annual update of a comprehensive safe
schools plan that includes prevention, intervention, crisis response and
recovery.
2.1 Provides for Physical Safety
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
2.2 Provides for social, emotional and intellectual safety
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Overall Rating U B P D
Elements

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

2.1 Provides for
Physical Safety

Neglects to consider
the physical safety
of students and
staff; does not
maintain and/or
implement a
current school
safety plan; plan in
place is insufficient
to ensure physical
safety of students
and staff; major
safety and health
concerns

Maintains and implements a
school safety plan
monitored on a regular
basis; minor safety and
sanitary concerns in school
plant or equipment;
problems might be
identified but are not
always resolved in a timely
manner: an emergency
operations plan is reviewed
by appropriate external
officials and posted in
classrooms, meeting areas
and office settings

Implements a school safety
plan that is based upon
open communication
systems and is effective and
responsive to new threats
and changing circumstances;
problems are identified and
principal is persistent in
resolving them; proactively
monitors and adjusts the
plan in consultation with
staff, students, and outside
experts/consultants; staff
proficiency in safety
procedures are measured
and monitored by group
assessments followed by
group reflection

Is proficient AND serves as a
resource for others in
leadership roles beyond school
who are developing and
implementing comprehensive
physical safety systems to
include prevention,
intervention, crisis response
and recovery

2.2 Provides for
social, emotional
and intellectual
safety

Neglects the social,
emotional or
intellectual safety of
students and staff;
does not have an
anti-bullying policy
or behavior plan in
place that promotes
emotional safety;
does not model an
appreciation for
diversity of ideas
and opinions

Strives to provide
appropriate emotional
support to staff and
students; policies clearly
define acceptable
behavior; demonstrates
acceptance for diversity of
ideas and opinions; antibullying prevention
program in place.

Assumes responsibility for
creating practices which
maximize the social,
emotional and intellectual
safety of all staff and
students; supports the
development,
implementation, and
monitoring of plans,
systems, curricula, and
programs that provide
resources to support social,
emotional and intellectual
safety; reinforces
protective factors that
reduce risk for all students
and staff

Is proficient AND makes emotional
and intellectual safety a top
priority for staff and students;
ensures a school culture in which
students and staff are
acknowledged and connected;
advocates for students to be a part
of and responsible for their school
community; ensures that school
community members are trained
and empowered to improve and
sustain a culture of emotional
safety; cultivates intellectual safety
of students and staff by advocating
for diversity of ideas, respecting
perspectives that arise, promoting
an open exchange of ideas;
involves school community in
active intellectual inquiry
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Criterion 3: Planning with Data: Leading the development,
implementation, and evaluation of a data-driven plan for increasing
student achievement, including the use of multiple student data elements.

3.1 Recognizes and seeks out multiple data sources
3.2 Analyzes and interprets multiple data sources to inform school-level
3.3 Implements data driven plan for improved teaching and learning
3.4 Assists staff to use data to guide, modify and improve classroom
teaching and learning

U

B

P D

☐ ☐

☐ ☐

☐ ☐

☐ ☐

☐ ☐

☐ ☐

☐ ☐

☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
3.5
3.4 Provides evidence of student growth that results from the school
improvement planning process*
Overall Rating U B P D
Elements

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

3.1 Recognizes and
seeks out multiple
data sources

Does not recognize
multiple sources or
quality of data or has
a limited
understanding of the
power and meaning
of data

Seeks multiple sources
of data to guide decision
making; emerging
knowledge of what
constitutes valid and
reliable sources of data
and data integrity

Systematically collects valid
and reliable data from at least
three sources to be used in
problem solving and decision
making; builds capacity of staff
to recognize information as
data by providing examples of
using data throughout the
building and in staff meetings;
systematically gathers data on
grades, attendance, behavior
and other variables to inform
efforts

Is proficient AND explores and
uses a wide variety of monitoring
and data collection strategies;
responds to an identified need for
timely data by putting new data
collection processes in place to
collect reliable and valid data

3.2 Analyzes and
interprets multiple
data sources to
inform school-level
improvement efforts

Reviews and shares
limited school-level
data only as
required;
interpretation of
data may be
incorrect or
incomplete; misuses
data

Uses numerous data
analysis methods and
eager to broaden
knowledge of data
analysis and
interpretation; uses
school-level data to
inform improvement
across eight criteria

Analysis includes multiple
years of data, including state,
district, school and formal and
informal classroom
assessments; interprets
available data to make
informed decisions about
strengths and areas of need;
provides teacher teams with
previous year’s data and asks
them to assess students’
current needs

Is proficient AND consistently
leads in data interpretation,
analysis, and communication; links
multiple years of student data to
teachers and builds capacity of
staff to understand and use their
data for improved teaching and
learning; practices a high standard
for data reliability, validity and
fairness and keeps these concepts
in the forefront of conversations
with staff
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3.3 Implements data
driven plan for
improved teaching
and learning

Elements
3.4 Assists staff to use
data to guide, modify
and improve classroom
teaching and student
learning

3.5 Provides evidence of
student growth that
results from the school
improvement planning
process*

Plan is limited, not
data driven and/or
not aligned with the
needs of the school;
little stakeholder
involvement and
commitment

Plan is monitored,
evaluated and revised
resulting in data driven
changes; works to build
stakeholder involvement
and commitment;
models data-driven
conversations in support
of plan

Provides leadership such that
plan is clearly articulated and
includes action steps and
progress monitoring strategies,
and strategies in the plan are
directly aligned with the data
analysis process and are
research based; leads ongoing
review of progress and results
to make timely adjustments to
the plan; data insights are
regularly the subject of faculty
meetings and PD sessions

Is proficient AND creates a school
culture of using data for decisions
and continuous improvement in
aspects of school life; orchestrates
high-quality, low-stakes action
planning meetings after each
round of assessments; data driven
plan specifically documents
examples of decisions made on
the basis of data analysis and
results are documented to inform
future decisions; provides
assistance or coaching to other
school administrators to improve
their data driven plan and analysis

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

Does not assist staff
to use data to reflect
on effectiveness of
lessons, guide lesson
and assessment
development,
differentiate
instruction, and to
determine whether
re-teaching, practice
or moving forward is
appropriate

Occasionally assists staff
to use multiple types of
data to reflect on
teaching to determine
whether re-teaching,
practice or moving
forward is appropriate;
strategies result in
incomplete relationship
between the actions of
teachers and the impact
on student achievement

Regularly assists staff to use
multiple types of data to
reflect on effectiveness of
lessons, guide lesson and
assessment development,
differentiate instruction (highly
achieving as well as nonproficient) and to determine
whether re-teaching, practice
or moving forward with
instruction is appropriate at
both the group and individual
level; strategies result in clear
relationship between the
actions of teachers and the
impact on student
achievement

Is proficient AND
demonstrates leadership by
routinely and consistently
leading teachers to use
multiple types of data to
reflect on effectiveness of
lessons, guide lesson and
assessment development,
differentiate instruction, and
to determine whether reteaching, practice or moving
forward with instruction is
appropriate at both the group
and individual level
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Criterion 4: Aligning Curriculum: Assisting instructional staff with alignment
of curriculum, instruction, and assessment with state and local district learning
goals.
4.1 Alignment of curricula to state and local district learning goals
4.2 Alignment of best instructional practices to state and district learning
goals
4.3 Alignment of assessment practices to best instructional practices
Overall Rating

U

B

P D

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
U

B

P D

Elements

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

4.1 Assists staff in
aligning curricula
to state and local
district learning
goals

Has incomplete or
insufficient
knowledge of state
and local district
learning goals
across grade levels
and content areas;
has insufficient
knowledge to
evaluate curricula;
does not effectively
assist staff to align
curricula to state
and district learning
goals

Has emerging
knowledge and
understanding of state
and local district
learning goals across
grade levels and
content areas to
facilitate some
alignment activities
with staff

Elements

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

4.2 Assists staff
in aligning best
instructional
practices to state
and district
learning goals

Has incomplete or
insufficient
knowledge of best
instructional
practices across
grade levels and
content areas; does
not effectively
assist staff to align
instructional
practices to state
and district learning
goals

Has sufficient
knowledge and
understanding of best
instructional practices
across grade levels
and content areas to
facilitate some
alignment activities
with staff; emerging
knowledge of
culturally-relevant
teaching & learning
methodologies

Has deep knowledge of best
instructional practices for diverse
populations and how to align
these with curricula;
systematically focuses staff on
alignment; establishes a system
for ongoing alignment that
involves staff; continually
supports, monitors alignment and
makes adjustments; has teacher
teams cooperatively plan aligned
units, reviews them and then gives
teachers feedback; reads and
shares research that fosters an
ongoing, school-wide discussion
on best practices for nonproficient to above-proficient
students

Is proficient AND provides
leadership and support
such that staff understand
alignment of best
instructional practice to
state and district learning
goals as foundational to the
improvement of teaching
and learning; teachers
design high quality, aligned
units to discuss with their
teams; ensures that staff is
current on professional
literature regarding
curriculum alignment
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PROFICIENT
Systematically focuses staff on
alignment of their lessons to
approved learning targets;
establishes a system that uses
feedback from the assessments to
make adjustments to curricula

DISTINGUISHED
Is proficient AND provides
leadership and support such
that teachers have fully
aligned curriculum materials
and training on how to use
them; staff takes ownership
of the alignment processes
of goals to curricula; staff
understand alignment of
curricula to state and local
district learning goals as
foundational to the
improvement of teaching
and learning
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4.3 Assists staff in
aligning
assessment
practices to best
instructional
practices

Has incomplete or
insufficient
knowledge of
assessment in
terms of reliability,
validity and
fairness; does not
effectively assist
staff to align
assessments to
instructional
practices
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Has emerging
knowledge and
understanding of
assessment in terms
of reliability, validity
and fairness;
facilitates the
implementation of
certain aspects of a
balanced (diagnostic,
formative and
summative)
assessment system;
facilitates the
alignment of
assessment to best
instructional practices
in some grade levels

Has deep knowledge of
assessment; every course has a
document (syllabus, course outline
or learning objectives) that
identifies the learning outcomes in
language accessible to students and
parents; student work created in
response to teachers’ assessments
of the learning outcomes
accurately reflect the state
standards and district learning
goals/targets; continually provides
support to systematically focus
staff on alignment of assessment to
instruction using best practices;
establishes a system for ongoing
alignment of formative and
summative assessment that
involves staff members

Is proficient AND provides
leadership and support
such that staff takes
ownership of the alignment
processes of assessment to
instructional practices; staff
understand the alignment
of assessment to teaching
as foundational to the
improvement of teaching
and learning
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Criterion 5: Improving Instruction: Monitoring, assisting and
evaluating effective instruction and assessment practices.
5.1 Monitors instruction and assessment practices
5.2 Assists staff in developing required student growth plan and
identifying valid, reliable sources of evidence of effectiveness*
5.3 Assists staff in implementing effective instruction and assessment
practices
5.4 Reliably and validly evaluates staff in effective instruction and
assessment practices
5.5 Provides evidence of student growth of selected teachers

U

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

P D

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Overall Rating U

Elements

B

B

P D

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

5.1 Monitors
instruction and
assessment
practices

Does not adequately monitor
instruction and assessment
practices of staff; untimely
and irregular evaluations;
provides insufficient
feedback to staff regarding
instruction and assessment
practices

Monitors instruction and
assessment to meet the
minimum frequency and
procedural requirements

Develops and uses
observable systems and
routines for regularly
monitoring instruction and
assessment; uses data
consistently to provide staff
meaningful, personal
feedback that is effective for
improving instruction and
assessment practices

Is proficient AND consistently
demonstrates leadership in the
practice of monitoring effective
instruction and assessment
practices; develops exemplary
systems and routines for effective
observation of staff; shares
systems and routines with
colleagues and stakeholders;
regularly monitors, reflects on
and develops or adjusts systems
as needed to improve assessment
practices

5.2 Assists staff in
developing
required student
growth plan and
identifying valid,
reliable sources of
evidence of
effectiveness

Does not meet with faculty
members to develop, review
and modify student growth
plans; student growth plans
do not meet minimum
requirements; does not assist
staff in the identification of
performance indicators or
performance indicators are
not sufficient

Meets minimum teachers’
contract requirements to
develop, review and modify
student growth plans
(individual or group plans)
based on identified areas of
need; assists identification of
performance indicators to
monitor and benchmark
progress

Meets with faculty members
regularly to develop, review
and modify student growth
plans (individual or group
plans); assists identification
of performance indicators to
benchmark progress;
research-based planning and
performance-linked goal
setting strategies are used,
allowing timely feedback to
make mid-course corrections
and improve teacher
practice

Is proficient AND consistently
demonstrates leadership in the
practice of developing
comprehensive student growth
plans; regularly meets with
faculty members to reflect on
student growth plans and
progress
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Elements

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

5.3 Assists staff
in implementing
effective
instruction and
assessment
practices

Does not fully support staff
in their efforts to improve
teaching and assessment;
does not have knowledge or
understanding of best
instruction and assessment
practices; does not make
assisting staff in improved
teaching and assessment a
priority

Facilitates staff in the
implementation of
effective instruction and
assessment practices;
emerging knowledge of
applied learning theories to
create a personalized and
motivated learning
environment

Facilitates and supports
staff in the implementation
of effective instruction and
assessment practices; has
deep and thorough
knowledge and
understanding of best
practices in instruction and
assessment; devotes time
and effort to the
improvement of instruction
and assessment; assists staff
to use the most effective
and appropriate
technologies to support
teaching and learning

Is proficient AND serves as a
driving force to build capacity for
staff to initiate and implement
improved instruction and
assessment practices;
encourages staff to conduct
action research; seeks ways to
extend influence of knowledge
and contribute to the application
of effective instruction and
assessment practices

5.4 Evaluates
staff in effective
instruction and
assessment
practices

Evaluations lack strong
evidence yielding potentially
unreliable staff evaluations;
makes claims about staff
performance that lack
evidence; does not establish
systems or routines that
support improved
instruction and assessment
practices; little to no
understanding of student
diversity and its meaning in
instruction and assessment

Regularly and
systematically evaluates all
staff yielding valid and
reliable results;
recommendations lead
staff to some improvement
in instruction and
assessment practices;
developing understanding
of student diversity
(culture, ability, etc.) and
its meaning in instruction
and assessment

Evaluates staff reliably and
validly; provides data
evidence to support
claims; recommendations
are effective and lead to
consistently improved
instruction and
assessment practices;
demonstrating knowledge
of student diversity
(culture, ability, etc.) and
its meaning in instruction
and assessment

Is proficient AND consistently
demonstrates leadership in the
practice of thoroughly, reliably
and validly evaluating staff in
such a way that continuous
improvement in instruction and
assessment becomes the
professional standard; provides
detailed, formative assessment
with exemplary feedback that
leads to improvement; builds
capacity in staff to accurately and
validly assess self and others,
promoting a culture of continual
improvement due to ongoing
evaluation of effective instruction
and assessment practices

5.5 Provides
evidence of
student growth of
selected
teachers*

Multiple measures of
student achievement of
selected teachers show
no academic growth

Multiple measures of
student achievement of
selected teachers show
minimal academic
growth

Multiple measures of
student achievement
of selected teachers
show measurable
academic growth

Multiple measures of
student achievement of
selected teachers show
significant academic growth

*Student growth rubric rows are designed to focus on actual student achievement,
rather than principal actions. Element 3.5 is intended to analyze the achievement
of all or most of the students in the school. Element 5.5 is designed to analyze the
achievement of students assigned to a subset of teachers that a principal identifies.
Element 8.3 is designed to analyze subsets of the student population that are
identified for the purpose of closing achievement gaps between them and the
student population as a whole.
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Criterion 6: Managing Resources: Managing both staff and fiscal
resources to support student achievement and legal responsibilities.
6.1 Managing human resources (assignment, hiring)
6.2 Managing human resources (ongoing professional development)
6.3 Managing fiscal resources
6.4 Fulfilling legal responsibilities
Overall Rating
Elements

U

B

P D

☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐

U

B

P D

☐
☐
☐
☐

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

6.1 Managing
human resources
(assignment,
hiring)

Does not adequately
address issues in
hiring and placement
of staff for the
benefit of students
in classrooms; does
not put student
needs at the
forefront of human
resource decisions;
does not make an
effort to ensure
quality personnel in
each position

Places the needs of
students at the center
of some human
resource decisions with
moderate effect;
possesses some skills
and knowledge required
to recruit and hire highly
qualified individuals in
school positions

Places students’ needs at the
center of human resource
decisions and decisions regarding
hiring and placement of staff;
conducts a rigorous hiring
process when choosing staff;
focuses energy on ensuring
productivity through staff
placement

Is proficient AND optimizes the
school's human resources and
assets of staff members to
maximize opportunities for
student growth; is distinguished in
management of human resources
and is called upon to share those
successful processes outside of
school; efforts produce a positive
work environment that attracts
outstanding talent; continuously
searches for staff with
outstanding potential as
educators and provides the best
placement of both new and
existing staff to fully benefits from
their strengths in meeting the
needs of a diverse student
population

6.2 Managing
human resources
(ongoing
professional
development)

Staff receive
inadequate
opportunities for
professional
development to
meet students’ and
staffs’ needs;
professional
development offered
is not of sufficient
quality to be
effective

Professional
development plan
somewhat aligns to
organization’s vision and
plan; PD is partly
effective in leading to
minor improvements in
staff practice; little or no
documentation of
effectiveness of past
professional
development offerings
and teacher outcomes

Professional development plan
has three to four areas of
emphasis, job embedded,
ongoing and linked to the
organization’s vision and plan;
systematic evaluation of the
effectiveness of past PD offerings
and outcomes; creates and
supports informal professional
development (ie. professional
learning communities); offers PD
that meets teachers’ needs and
has elements of high-quality PD
(sufficient duration, content, etc.)

Is proficient AND has adopted
research-based strategies for
evaluating the effectiveness of
PD documenting growth in
teacher knowledge to student
outcomes; can identify specific
PD offerings of prior years that
were systematically reviewed and
either eliminated or modified to
support organizational goals
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Elements

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

6.3 Managing
fiscal resources

Does not make fiscal
decisions that
maximize resources
in support of
improved teaching
and learning;
provides little or no
evidence of lists of
milestones or
deadlines in
managing time or
fiscal resources;
does not work with
teachers to
establish goals for
student
achievement linked
to individual teacher
professional
development

Fiscal decisions
occasionally support
some aspects of
improved teaching
and learning; projects
are managed using
milestones and
deadlines but not
updated frequently;
does not always meet
project deadlines and
impact not frequently
documented

Engages others in dialogue on
budget decisions based on data,
School Improvement Plan, and
district priorities that support
learning; makes fiscal decisions
that maximize resources and
supports improved teaching and
learning; uses defined process to
track expenditures; frequently
monitors data, documents and
evaluates results; uses findings
to improve fiscal decisions;
documented history reveals
ability to manage complex
projects and meet deadlines
within budget; regularly works
with teachers to establish goals
for student achievement linked
to individual teachers
professional development

Is proficient AND demonstrates
leadership in the design and
successful enactment of uniquely
creative approaches that
regularly save time and money;
results indicate that strategically
redirected resources have
positive impact in achieving
priorities; guides decision-making
such that efficacy grows among
stakeholders for arriving at fiscal
decisions for improvement of
teaching and learning; augments
resources by writing successful
state and/or federal grants; seeks
numerous external funding
sources; consistently works with
teachers to establish goals for
student achievement linked to
individual teachers professional
development

6.4 Fulfilling
legal
responsibilities

Fails to demonstrate
adequate
knowledge of legal
responsibilities;
exhibits behaviors
and policies that
conflict with the
law; tolerates
behavior from self
or staff that conflicts
with the law

Demonstrates basic
knowledge and
understanding of legal
responsibilities; makes
resource management
decisions consistent
with that knowledge;
does not entertain
behaviors and policies
that conflict with the
law

Demonstrates a deep and
thorough knowledge and
understanding of the law and its
intent; makes resource
management decisions consistent
with that knowledge ; operates
with deep and thorough
knowledge and understanding of
district policies and collective
bargaining agreements;
consistently holds self and staff to
legal standards

Is proficient AND consistently
demonstrates leadership for
developing systems that
communicate and support staff in
upholding legal responsibilities;
creates a culture of shared legal
responsibility among students
and staff; involves stakeholders
in the creation of a school culture
that thrives upon and benefits
from addressing legal
responsibilities
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Criterion 7: Engaging Communities: Partnering with school
community to promote student learning.
7.1 Communicates with community to promote learning
7.2 Partners with families and school community

U

P D

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Overall Rating

Elements

B

U

B

P D

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

7.1
Communicates
with community
to promote
learning

Communication is
sparse and
opportunities for
community
involvement are not
fully realized or
made available; not
visible in
community or
perceived as
community
advocate

Communication with
the community is
regular, yet is mainly
informational rather
than two-way;
channels of
communication are not
accessible to all
families; practices
some discretion when
dealing with personal
information about
students and staff.

Builds effective
communication systems
between home, community
and school that are
interactive and regularly
used by students, school
staff and families and other
stakeholders; uses multiple
communication channels
appropriate for cultural and
language differences that
exist in the community;
practices a healthy discretion
with personal information of
students and staff

Is proficient AND moves beyond
typical communication practices to
proactively develop relationships
with parents/guardians and
community through such things as
home visits, innovative
technology, visiting community
groups, etc.; establishes a
feedback loop that is invitational,
transparent, effective and trusted
by members of the community
including open forums, focus
groups or surveys; employs
successful models of school,
family, business, community,
government and higher education
partnerships to promote learning ;
use of exemplary education
marketing skills to establish
partnerships to mobilize wealth of
community resources

7.2 Partners with
families and
school
community

Demonstrates little
effort to engage
families or the
community in
school activities;
fails to share the
vision of improved
teaching and
learning beyond
school; does not
identify and utilize
community
resources in
support of
improved student
learning

Encourages and
supports involvement
of community and
families in some school
activities; shares the
vision for improving
teaching and learning
with some families and
communities; identifies
and utilizes some
community talent and
resources in support of
improved teaching and
learning; limited family
participation in some
school decision-making
processes and
engagement activities

Encourages and supports
consistent and ongoing
community and family
engagement for stakeholders
in school activities;
consistently implements
effective plans for engaging
community outside of school
to participate in school
decision making to improve
teaching and learning;
community resources are
identified and utilized in
support of improved
teaching and learning;
actively monitors community
involvement and adjusts,
creating new opportunities
for families and community
to be a part of the vision of
improving teaching and
learning

Is proficient AND consistently
demonstrates leadership in the
area of effectively engaging
families and the greater
community in support of students,
staff and the vision of improved
teaching and learning; is
recognized outside of school for
developing and implementing
programs that partner with school,
family and greater community, or
programs are held as a model for
other schools to adopt and follow;
builds capacity in the community
for initiating new and beneficial
forms of community involvement
in school; to the extent possible,
facilitates access of community
services to students in the school
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Criterion 8: Closing the Gap: Demonstrating a commitment to closing the
achievement gap.
8.1 Identifies barriers to achievement and knows how to close resulting gaps

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

8.2 Demonstrates a commitment to close the achievement gap
8.3 Provides evidence of growth in student learning*

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Overall Rating

U

U

B

B

P D

P D

Elements

UNSATISFACTORY

BASIC

PROFICIENT

DISTINGUISHED

8.1 Identifies
barriers to
achievement
and knows how
to close resulting
gaps

Is unaware of achievement
gaps that exist in school
population and how the
school and teachers have
played a role in
perpetuating gaps;
attributes gaps to factors
outside of the school's
locus of control;
opportunities to learn and
resources are not
distributed equitably
among students

Demonstrates emerging
awareness of specific
school-wide achievement
gaps and issues of equity
access; recognizes
responsibility and has
some expectations for
teachers and school to
impact these gaps; creates
new opportunities to learn

Identifies learning gaps
early; demonstrates
complete knowledge and
understanding of the
existence of gaps; accepts
responsibility for impacting
these gaps; identifies and
addresses barriers to
closing gaps

Is proficient AND focuses
attention of school
community on the goal of
closing gaps; systematically
challenges the status quo
by leading change, based
on data, resulting in
beneficial outcomes; builds
capacity among community
to support the effort to
close gaps

8.2
Demonstrates a
commitment to
close the
achievement gap

Does not acknowledge
the responsibility of
school to close gaps; does
not consider
subpopulations when
constructing school
learning goals and
targets; does not have a
plan to close gaps

Achievement data is
accessible and shared with
a portion of the school
community; attempts to
target efforts towards
closing achievement gaps;
uses culturally-relevant
methodologies to close
gaps; demonstrates
emerging progress in
closing gaps

Achievement data is
accessible to all members
of the school community
including non-English
speaking parents;
constructs plan with
specific strategies to impact
gaps; communicates,
monitors and adjust efforts
to effectively make progress
toward reducing gaps;
models and builds the
capacity of school
personnel to be culturally
competent and to
implement socially just
practices; demonstrates
improvement in closing
identified gaps

Is proficient AND
successfully keeps the work
of closing gaps at the
forefront of intention for
staff and community
members; assumes
responsibility for closing
gaps; builds capacity in
staff members and others
to advance learning for
students; has deep
knowledge and
understanding of the
nature of gaps that exist at
the level of group and at
the level of individual
students who are not
reaching full learning
potential
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8.3 Provides
evidence of
growth in
student learning*

Achievement data from
multiple sources or data
points show no evidence
of student growth toward
the district’s learning
goals; there are growing
achievement gaps
between student
subgroups

Achievement data from
multiple sources or data
points shows minimum
evidence of student growth
toward the district’s
learning goals for identified
subgroups of students

Achievement data from
multiple sources or data
points show evidence of
improving student growth
toward the district’s
learning goals; the average
achievement of the
student population
improved as does the
achievement of each
subgroup of students
identified as needing
improvement

Achievement data from
multiple sources or data
points show evidence of
consistent growth toward
the district’s learning goals;
there is consistent record
of improved student
achievement, on multiple
indicators, with identified
subgroups of students

*Student growth rubric rows are designed to focus on actual student achievement, rather than
principal actions. Element 3.5 is intended to analyze the achievement of all or most of the students in
the school. Element 5.5 is designed to analyze the achievement of students assigned to a subset of
teachers that a principal identifies. Element 8.3 is designed to analyze subsets of the student
population that are identified for the purpose of closing achievement gaps between them and the
student population as a whole.

Using the self-reflection data on the previous pages, record those areas (include the
Criteria Element with each one) that you would like to consider (brainstorm) as possible
Professional Growth areas to focus your goal setting.
Possible Growth
Areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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EXHIBIT 2 – H

Principal/ Assistant Principal Student Grow th Goal Setting
Form
State law requires that principals set goals for student growth and measure progress toward these goals across two
points in time. The law also requires the use of multiple measures and that progress toward goals become a part of
final principal evaluations. Specific assessments and student learning goals will be identified by the principal on this
evaluation planning form and shared with the evaluator prior to the first observation. The final assessment dates for
each measure must occur prior to April 1 or by June 15
Principals on a comprehensive evaluation are required to write Student Growth Goals for State Criteria 3, 5 and 8.
Principals on a Focused Evaluation choose one Criteria to write Student Growth Goals.

Principal/Assistant Principal N ame:
☒
School:
Com prehensive: ☐

Focused :

Criteria 3: Planning w ith D ata: Provides evidence of student growth that results from the school
improvement planning process.
Elem ent 3.5 is intend ed to analyze the achievem ent of all or most of the stu d ents in the school.
*The PROFICIENT principal has a School Improvement Planning process that results in measurable improvement in student
academic growth for ALL or MOST of the students in the school.

Goal: Click here to enter text.
Assessment/Measure

Initial Assessment D ate

Final Assessment
D ate

N otes

1. Click here to enter text.

1. Click here to
enter text.

1. Click here to
enter text.

1. Click here to enter
text.

2. Click here to enter text.

2. Click here to
enter text.

2. Click here to
enter text.

2. Click here to enter
text.

Evidence of Student Grow th/Results
Click here to enter text.

(to be completed at summary evaluation)

Criteria 5: Improving Instruction : Provides evidence of student growth of selected teachers
Element 5.5 is designed to analyze the achievement of students assigned to a subset of teachers that a
principal identifies.
*The PROFICIENT principal provides evidence of student growth of selected teachers. Multiple measures of student achievement
of selected teachers show measurable academic growth. Goals identify multiple, high quality sources of data to monitor, adjust
and evaluate achievement of goals. Multiple sources of growth or achievement data from at least two points in time show clear
evidence of growth for MOST students.
Goal ( ☐ GRADE LEVEL ☐ CONTENT AREA ☐ OTHER)

Click here to enter text.
Assessment/Measure
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1. Click here to enter text.

1. Click here to
enter text.

1. Click here to
enter text.

1. Click here to enter
text.

2. Click here to enter text.

2. Click here to
enter text.

2. Click here to
enter text.

2. Click here to enter
text.

Evidence of Student Grow th/Results
Click here to enter text.

(to be completed at summary evaluation)

Criteria 8: Closing the Gap: Provid es evid ence of grow th in stud ent
learning
Element 8.3 is designed to analyze subsets of the student population that are identified for the purpose of
closing achievement gaps between them and the student population as a whole.
*The PROFICIENT principal provides evidence of growth in student learning. Achievement data from multiple sources or data
points show evidence of improving student growth toward the district’s learning goals; the average achievement of the student
population improved as does the achievement of each subgroup of students identified as needing improvement.

Goal: SUB-GROUP SELECTION: (Identification and description of the sub-group to be used for this criterion.). Include
grade level/content area.

Assessment/Measure

Initial Assessment
D ate

Final Assessment D ate

N otes

1. Click here to enter
text.
2. Click here to enter
text.
Evidence of Student Grow th/Results
Click here to enter text.

(to be completed at summary evaluation)

FALL GOAL SETTIN G CON FEREN CE:
Signatures below ind icate that both the em ployee and evaluator have m et to d iscuss the goals
and m ultiple m easures to be used in evaluation. The goal setting form m ust be com pleted and
signed prior to the first observation conference.

Em p loyee Signatu re

Evalu ator's Signatu re

Date

Date

SPRIN G CON FEREN CE:
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Signatures below ind icate that both the em ployee and evaluator have m et to d iscuss the evid ence
of stud ent learning for each goal after the principal has collected evid ence of the com pleted
assessm ents, collected results and analyzed outcom es. N o later tha n April 1 or by < insert date>.

Em p loyee Signatu re

Evalu ator's Signatu re

Date

Date
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AWSP Student Growth Rubric

Unsatisfactory

Basic

Proficient

Distinguishe
d

0-24%

25-50%

51-79%

80-100%

School
improvement
planning process
results in
measurable
improvement in
student academic
growth
Multiple
measures of
student
achievement of
selected teachers
show measurable
academic growth
Achievement
data from
multiple sources
or data points
show evidence of
improving
student growth
toward the
district’s learning
goals; the
average
achievement of
the student
population
improved as does
the achievement
of each subgroup
of students
identified as
needing
improvement

Student
Grow th
Element and
Scoring Bands
3.5 Provides
evidence of
student growth
that results from
the school
improvement
planning process

School improvement
planning process
results in no
improvement in
student academic
growth

School
improvement
planning process
results in minimal
improvement in
student academic
growth

5.5 Provides
evidence of
student growth of
selected teachers

Multiple measures of
student achievement of
selected teachers show
no academic growth

8.3 Provides
evidence of
growth in student
learning

Achievement data from
multiple sources or data
points show no evidence
of student growth
toward the district’s
learning goals; there are
growing achievement
gaps between student
subgroups

Multiple
measures of
student
achievement of
selected teachers
show minimal
academic growth
Achievement data
from multiple
sources or data
points shows
minimum
evidence of
student growth
toward the
district’s learning
goals for
identified
subgroups of
students
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School improvement
planning process
results in significant
improvement in
student academic
growth

Multiple measures of
student achievement
of selected teachers
show significant
academic growth

Achievement data
from multiple sources
or data points show
evidence of consistent
growth toward the
district’s learning
goals; there is
consistent record of
improved student
achievement, on
multiple indicators,
with identified
subgroups of students
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EXHIBIT 2 - I

Building Administrator Progress Report
Employee:

Click here to enter text.

Building/Program: Click

here to enter text.

Focus Evaluation ☐
School Year:

Not Obs.

Comprehensive Evaluation ☐
Evaluator:

U

B

P

Criterion 1 | Creating a Culture
1.1 Develops and sustains focus on a shared mission and clear vision for
improvement of learning and teaching.
1.2 Engages in essential conversations for ongoing improvement.
2
1.3 Facilitates collaborative processes leading toward continuous improvement.
2.1
1.4 Creates opportunities for shared leadership.
Artifacts/ Evid ence/ Com m ents:

Criterion 2 | Ensuring School Safety
2.1 Provides for Physical Safety.
2.2 Provides for social, emotional and intellectual safety.
Artifacts/ Evid ence/ Com m ents:

Criterion 3 | Planning with Data
3.1 Recognizes and seeks out multiple data sources.
3.2 Analyzes and interprets multiple data sources to inform school-level
improvement efforts.
efforts.
3.3 Implements data driven plan for improved teaching and learning.
3.4 Assists staff to use data to guide, modify and improve classroom teaching and
student learning.
Artifacts/ Evid ence/ Com m ents:

Criterion 4 | Aligning Curriculum
4.1 Assists staff in aligning curricula to state and local district learning goals.
4.2 Assists staff in aligning best instructional practices to state and district learning
goals.
4.3 Assists staff in aligning assessment practices to best instructional practices.
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D

Not Obs.

Artifacts/ Evid ence/ Com m ents:

U

B

P

Criterion 5 | Improving Instruction
5.1 Monitors instruction and assessment practices.
5.2 Assists staff in developing required student growth plan and identifying valid,
reliable sources of evidence of effectiveness.
sources of evidence of effectiveness.
5.3 Assists staff in implementing effective instruction and assessment practices.
5.4 Evaluates staff in effective instruction and assessment practices.
Artifacts/ Evid ence/ Com m ents:

Criterion 6 | Managing Resources
6.1 Managing human resources (assignment, hiring).
6.2 Managing human resources (ongoing professional development).
6.3 Managing fiscal resources.
6.4 Fulfilling legal responsibilities.
Artifacts/ Evid ence/ Com m ents:

Criterion 7 | Engaging Communities
7.1 Communicates with community to promote learning.
7.2 Partners with families and school community.
Artifacts/ Evid ence/ Com m ents:

Criterion 8 | Closing the Gap
8.1 Identifies barriers to achievement and knows how to close resulting gaps.
8.2 Demonstrates a commitment to close the achievement gap.

Employee:

Date:

Supervisor:

Date:

Due by March 15th.
☐Check here if unsatisfactory in any one element or criterion. Attach specific example of the
unsatisfactory performance and suggestions to adjust professional practice.
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EXHIBIT 2 - J
Kent School District 2018-19
Principal Observation
Staff Member: Principal

Evaluator: EDLI

School Year:

Area of Focus: Comprehensive

1 – Creating a Culture
Notes; Wonderings; Noticings
1.1 Develops and sustains focus on a
shared mission and clear vision for
improvement of learning and teaching
1.2 Engages in essential conversations
for ongoing improvement
1.3 Facilitates collaborative processes
leading toward continuous improvement
1.4 Creates opportunities for shared
leadership
2 – Ensuring School Safety
Notes; Wonderings; Noticings
2.1 Provides for Physical Safety
2.2 Provides for social, emotional and
intellectual safety
3 – Planning with Data
Notes; Wonderings; Noticings
3.1 Recognizes and seeks out multiple
data sources
3.2 Analyzes and interprets multiple data
sources to inform school-level
improvement efforts
3.3 Implements data driven plan for
improved teaching and learning
3.4 Assists staff to use data to guide,
modify and improve classroom teaching
and student learning
3.5 Provides evidence of student growth
that results from the school improvement
planning process*
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4 – Aligning Curriculum
Notes; Wonderings; Noticings
4.1 Assists staff in aligning curricula to
state and local district learning goals
4.2 Assists staff in aligning best
instructional practices to state and district
learning goals
4.3 Assists staff in aligning assessment
practices to best instructional practices
5 – Improving Instruction
Notes; Wonderings; Noticings
5.1 Monitors instruction and assessment
practices
5.2 Assists staff in developing required
student growth plan and identifying valid,
reliable sources of evidence of
effectiveness
5.3 Assists staff in implementing effective
instruction and assessment practices
5.4 Evaluates staff in effective instruction
and assessment practices
5.5 Provides evidence of student growth
of selected teachers*
6 – Managing Resources
Notes; Wonderings; Noticings
6.1 Managing human resources
(assignment, hiring)
6.2 Managing human resources (ongoing
professional development)
6.3 Managing fiscal resources
6.4 Fulfilling legal responsibilities
7 – Engaging Communities
Notes; Wonderings; Noticings
7.1 Communicates with community to
promote learning
7.2 Partners with families and school
community
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8 – Closing the Gap
Notes; Wonderings; Noticings
8.1 Identifies barriers to achievement and
knows how to close resulting gaps
8.2 Demonstrates a commitment to close
the achievement gap
8.3 Provides evidence of growth in student
learning*
Observation notes

Feedback

Principal Signature:

Date:

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Observer Signature:

Date:

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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EXHIBIT 2 – K
Kent School District 2018-19
Principal Observation
Staff Member: Principal

Evaluator: EDLI

School Year:

Area of Focus: 5-Improving Instruction

5 – Improving Instruction
Notes; Wonderings; Noticings
5.1 Monitors instruction and assessment
practices
5.2 Assists staff in developing required
student growth plan and identifying valid,
reliable sources of evidence of
effectiveness
5.3 Assists staff in implementing effective
instruction and assessment practices
5.4 Evaluates staff in effective instruction
and assessment practices
5.5 Provides evidence of student growth
of selected teachers*
Observation notes

Feedback
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Principal Signature:

Date:

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Observer Signature:

Date:

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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EXHIBIT 2 – L
Kent School District Principal/ Assistant Principal Sum m ative Evaluation Form
______ Comprehensive Evaluation
______ Focus Evaluation
Employee:
Building/Program:
Evaluator:
Dates of observations:

School Year:
Date of final conference:
Criteria Score

U

B

P

D

Creating a Culture: Influence, establish and sustain a school culture conducive to continuous improvement for
students and staff.
1

1.1 Develops and sustains focus on a shared mission and clear vision for improvement of learning and teaching
1.2 Engages in essential conversations for ongoing improvement
1.3 Facilitates collaborative processes leading toward continuous improvement
1.4 Creates opportunities for shared leadership
Ensuring School Safety: Lead the development and annual update of a comprehensive safe schools plan that
includes prevention, intervention, crisis response and recovery.

2

2.1 Provides for Physical Safety
2.2 Provides for social, emotional and intellectual safety
Planning with Data: Lead the development, implementation and evaluation of the data-driven plan for
improvement of student achievement.
3.1 Recognizes and seeks out multiple data sources
3.2 Analyzes and interprets multiple data sources to inform school-level improvement efforts

3

3.3 Implements data driven plan for improved teaching and learning
3.4 Assists staff to use data to guide, modify and improve classroom teaching and student learning
3.5 Provides evidence of student growth that results from the school improvement planning process*
Aligning Curriculum: Assist instructional staff in aligning curriculum, instruction and assessment with state
and local learning goals.

4

4.1 Assists staff in aligning curricula to state and local district learning goals
4.2 Assists staff in aligning best instructional practices to state and district learning goals
4.3 Assists staff in aligning assessment practices to best instructional practices
Improving Instruction: Monitor, assist and evaluate staff implementation of the school improvement plan,
effective instruction, and assessment practices.
5.1 Monitors instruction and assessment practices

5

5.2 Assists staff in developing required student growth plan and identifying valid, reliable sources of evidence
of effectiveness
5.3 Assists staff in implementing effective instruction and assessment practices
5.4 Evaluates staff in effective instruction and assessment practices
5.5 Provides evidence of student growth of selected teachers*
Managing Resources: Manage human and fiscal resources to accomplish student achievement goals.
6.1 Managing human resources (assignment, hiring)

6

6.2 Managing human resources (ongoing professional development)
6.3 Managing fiscal resources
6.4 Fulfilling legal responsibilities

7

Engaging Communities: Communicate and partner with school community members to promote student
learning.
7.1Communicates with community to promote learning
7.2 Partners with families and school community
Closing the Gap: Demonstrate a commitment to closing the achievement gap.

8

8.1 Identifies barriers to achievement and knows how to close resulting gaps
8.2 Demonstrates a commitment to close the achievement gap
8.3 Provides evidence of growth in student learning*

Total

1-Unsatisfactory; 2-Basic; 3-Proficient; 4-Distinguished
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Summary Narrative for 1 or 2 ratings:
Preliminary Criteria Scoring
Rating
Unsatisfactory Basic
CE Score
8-14
15-21

Proficient
22-28

CE Preliminary Criteria Score ______
CE Preliminary Criteria Rating ______

Distinguished
29-32

Student Growth Scoring
Student Growth Score
U
3.5
5.5
8.3

B

P

D

Provides evidence of student growth that results from the school
improvement planning process
Provides evidence of student growth of selected teachers
Provides evidence of growth in student learning

Total

CE

Student Growth Impact Rating Scoring Band
Low
Average
High
3-5
6-9
10-12

Overall Rating (Circle One)

Unsatisfactory

Student Growth Score_________
Student Growth Rating_________

Basic

Proficient

Distinguished

Evaluator Comments:
Evaluatee Comments:
The evaluator and evaluatee have conferred on the type of evaluation to be used for the following school year and agree to use:
Comprehensive
Focused Plan
Plan of Improvement

Signatures:
The employee’s signature below indicates his or her receipt of this evaluation report only and does not
imply that he or she agrees with the contents of the report and/or summative score.
________________________________________

______________________________________

____________

Evaluatee

Evaluator

Date

______________________________________________

Chief Academic and Innovation Officer

KPA Contract
July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2021

____________

Date
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